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Private Practice Software



PPS + PPS Express for a full practice management solution

Cloud  
Our online solutions let 

us take care of your data, 
including backups & 

security

Multiple Locations  
Online solutions make 

PPS the ideal choice for 
accessing your data 

anywhere, across 
multiple locations

Mix and Match  
Use a combination of 
PPS, PPS Express and 

any of our other optional 
features to build the 

perfect practice 
management solution to 

suit your needs

Flexible  
PPS contains hundreds 

of customisable features, 
offering all the benefits 
of bespoke software at 

an affordable price

Automation  
Automatic booking 

confirmation & reminders 
via email/SMS ensure 
your clients never miss 

an appointment

Packed full of flexible & customisable features to suit all clinics. In our software you’ll 
find all of your clinic essentials including a comprehensive appointments diary, 
treatment notes, client & third-party billing, marketing, KPI reporting and more!

Both of our solutions include

With key features in PPS and PPS Express including:

Unlimited support        Regular software updates           Monthly rolling contracts          Automated booking confirmations and reminders

Clients - 
Register each client securely in the system with all important 
information, contacts & documents. Each client registered 
has their own client log where you can view a history of 
every interaction between you and the client.

Billing - 
Raise charges, invoices and assign payments for 
appointments or stock. Link treatment charges to your 
appointments to make billing a breeze when completing 
the appointment!

Communication - 
Automate your booking confirmations and reminders to 
ensure that your clients never miss a treatment again and 
keep in touch with other colleagues via the internal 
messaging system!

Practice Management - 
Manage and set up appointment types, DNA reasons, 
practitioner availability and treatment charges, alongside 
detailed diary availability and practitioner settings.

Telehealth - 
Schedule and conduct video consultations through the PPS 
consultation screen to always stay connected with your 
clients!

Appointments - 
Set up your schedule in the diary to manage your treatment 
time and any unavailable time. Use the diary to manage 
availability in multiple locations or treatment rooms and for 
multiple practitioners too!

Treatments - 
All the tools to capture comprehensive treatment notes with 
treatment episodes, space to type or dictate notes and 
access to customisable forms, where you can annotate body 
charts, capture signatures, upload images and more!



PPS – our full practice management solution
PPS works for a wide range of practices, from smaller organisations to larger multi-
discipline clinics. The beauty of having cloud-based software is that you have the 
flexibility to work on multiple devices across different locations with ease.

PPS Express – our web-based practice management solution

PPS Express is a great solution for sole practitioners or smaller organisations on its own as it’s so 
easy to navigate and covers all the essential aspects of treatment & practice management. PPS 
Express is also a great addition to be used alongside PPS, to create a fully limitless solution!

Compatible with:

£40* per license/month 
PPS works on a concurrent user basis, so you 
only pay for the number of users accessing 
the system at any one time. Multiple users will 
be discounted! 
*+UK VAT where applicable 

Compatible with:

£15* per license/month 
PPS Express works on a concurrent user basis, 
so you only pay for the number of users 
accessing the system at any one time. 
Multiple Express users will be discounted! 
*+UK VAT where applicable 

Online Booking - 
Give your clients the ability to book their appointments through your 
website 24/7 with this optional extra!

Reporting - 
Use the built-in reports wizard to review data entered into PPS, helping 
you keep on top of KPIs, accounts and more!

Insurance Billing - 
Manage third-party billing with ease in PPS & including a Healthcode 
integration for electronic billing requirements!

Attach documents & capture images - 
Save referral documents to the client log as well as take/upload a 
photo that can then be annotated for customised client records.

Custom Forms - 
With a range of built-in forms with various question types you can 
record important information, annotate body charts, record signatures 
and more!

Browser-based - 
Login securely via your web browser on any device making  
PPS Express a simple solution that is always at your fingertips. 



The right decision for you 
 
We understand that investing in new practice software has more than just monetary implications. 
 
That’s why we think it’s important that you get the right help and support to enable you to make the 

right decision when evaluating PPS. 

Head to www.privatepracticesoftware.co.uk for more info now!

Free 30-day Trials 
Sign up for a trial for PPS or PPS Express via our website to 
test the system and all the functionality it has to offer!

Free 1-hour training session 
Book personalised training with one of our PPS experts to 
get you started and to look in detail at any specific areas of 
the system.

Free 30-minute Demo 
Book a demo with one of our PPS experts for a full guided 
tour of PPS or Express and a chance to ask any questions 
you might have.

Ongoing Support 
Contact our UK-based Support Team with any queries or 
issues you might have and browse our knowledge base for 
helpful videos and guides.
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